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1 Continuing loss of wetlands and woodlands

2 Beck Road Expansion - disagree

3 Maintain sub division roads

4 Please protect our wetlands and woodlands

5 Maintaining the cleanliness of Pavilion Shores

6 Please minimize traffic congestion for new developments, especially M5 
14 Mile

7 Managing development will be a challenge for Novi

8 Please protect our wooded areas and wet lands. Once these are gone, 
you can't get them back! They will only be more valuable in the future

9 Save trees vs. too much development 

10 Maintain Beck Rd. expansion

11

Growth and traffic will be a challenge. Improved bike path can help with 
this, it's cheaper than big roads and it promotes a healthy community and 
environment. Please prioritize this solution over traditional big wide 
roads

12 Potential development at 14 mile + M5 properties causing traffic on 14 
mile + backing up to M5 when turning left into potential development

CHALLENGES



13 Disagree with Beck Rd. expansion

14 Issues with Beck Rd.  expansion - school bus stops

15 Issues with Brck Rd. (Beck?) expansion - increasing traffic with Mork Rd.

16 Issues with Brck Rd. (Beck?) expansion - home values

17 Issues with Brck Rd. (Beck?) expansion - noise abatement 

18 Traffic congestion

19 Loss of natural areas, wetlands

20 NO Beck Road expansion

21 Opposed to widening Beck Rd. in residential area

22 Beck Rd. does not need to be widened. This will only increase traffic from 
Wixom and S. Lyon and increase noise and pollution

23 We love to ride our bikes. We don't have good bike paths around.

24 Don't expand Beck Rd. It is already crowded and noisy

25 There is a lack of green spaces (trails, parks, nature/wooded areas) in east 
area of Novi

26 Continued development is leading to heavy traffic. There is a strong need 
for biking lanes and corridors to connect transportation alternatives.



27 Do not expand Beck Rd.

28 Maintain subdivision roads

29 Maintain current wetlands

30 No new development

31 The city needs to stop rezoning the woodlands to put in more new 
subdivisions. This is ruining the look of the city

32 Stop developing woodlands and wetlands

33 Impove but do not expand Beck Road

34 Maintain subdivision roads

35 Electric power infrastructure

36 Keep up with technology


